Dear All
I refer to my e mail of the 30 August 2017 and would ask you to accept this e mail as part
but additional to me earlier e mail and should be read in conjunction. My e mail of 30th
August is as follows:Dear All
My husband and I are extremely concerned at the proposed development news. It is very
unclear from all the articles that we have read as to how the plans have been arrived at
and what if any consideration has been given to the local residents. One of the things that
amazes us is that Warrington Borough Council are Proposing to release green belt land to
build 9345 homes 650 to be built north Warrington 40 to the East of Warrington and 8655
to be built in south Warrington a total of 9345 homes in what is currently designated
green belt land.
4032 homes on the waterfront and 3526 in the city centre. Giving a total of 16903 homes.
Who do Warrington Council think are going to buy these homes. Where are all these
people coming from.
Why are Warrington Borough Council not considering releasing more urban area or brown
belt areas which there seems to be an abundance of in North Warrington. Where there is
current access to the M62 and would be very easy to build new access roads to the M62 if
necessary.
The plans for the new road which will devastate Grappenhall and Thelwall and will cause
absolute mayhem which is already being suffered by the local residents because of the
congestion on the M6.
Are Warrington Borough Council going to reimburse current home owners in South
Warrington for the loss of value that will be attributed if these plans proceed. We believe
the plans will reduce the value of properties by about 30%.
The development of all these houses or the building of this proposed new road on this
scale will not benefit the residents of Grappenhall or Thelwall, and will make the whole
area a much less attractive place to live. It is unclear who will benefit from them certainly
not local residents who have been given no consideration at all.
We would urge Warrington Borough Council re reconsider these plans and review the
existing brown field sites that are available for building new homes that would not
devastate the lives of so many people of South Warrington.
Please accept this e mail as 2 votes against the proposed plans from both my husband and
myself.
Yours sincerely

Our additional comments are as follows:We believe that this project is being driven by Developers whose ulterior motive is
financial and who do not have the interest of the residents of the Grappenhall and
Thelwall community in their plans.
We went to a meeting at the Park Royal Hotel and must say how disappointed we were at
the lack of specific information or answers to questions. Representatives of Warrington
Borough Council “WBC” told us to look at their website for specific details. We found this
to be totally inadequate and difficult to understand. The plans on show were extremely
difficult to follow or make any sense of. We asked how they had arrived at the plan i.e.
number of houses, location etc and were told that a feasibility study had been done but
we could not establish the basis of information used for this feasibility study. We asked
why we needed to make Warrington a city and again were told this was as a consequence
of the feasibility study. We do not want to live in a city, we would have bought property in
a city if we wanted to live in one. We paid a premium to live in South Warrington in a
green belt area which currently as a consequence of WBC actions we believe to be
blighted.
Could WBC explain why the original additional houses in Appleton are no longer part of the
plans. The plans for these additional houses were passed almost 30 years ago but
developments stopped. Please explain why.
Why has WBC not looked to regenerate brownfield sites which would be more beneficial
to everyone. We understand the Fiddlers Ferry power station is being demolished and as
far as we understand it there are no plans for any housing developments on that site.
Additionally there appears to be a large amount of land in the Burtonwood area that I said
in my earlier e mail could have direct access to the M62.
When asked where all the people were coming from to live in all these houses we were
told that WBC had included major development of warehousing, factories , offices etc
which would generate the need for the additional housing. We would suggest that there
has been a miscalculation on all fronts and would ask that WBC to revisit the whole matter
both for additional business’s and housing needs required. We believe WBC vision is
seriously flawed. We did ask where are all these business’s were coming from and again
were told that this was all part of this feasibility study which we stress we believe to be
flawed.
We have been unable to find any justification for reclassifying the Green Belt. We
understand that there should be exceptional circumstances for reclassification and we
cannot find any exceptional circumstances anywhere.

With regard to the consultation process this seems to us to be seriously flawed. I would
refer WBC to the Supreme Court case against Haringey Borough Council in 2014 which set
the standard for local authority consultation. I have attached a copy of some notes that we
have received which sets out the reasons that WBC has failed in its duty and obligations.
What should happen is for WBC to build the minimum level of houses that the
Government will allow as we cannot see how the current plans enhance Warrington and
certainly not South Warrington at all, either for the benefit of the town or the people who
live in it without completely changing the lifestyles for the worse.
Please accept these notes on behalf of both my husband and myself.
Yours sincerely

